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Chemical Piping Alert
If your FRP piping system was installed in the late 1980’s or early 1990’s it may be time to
consider replacement. Tips for insuring a safe system with maximum cost savings.
Replacement of a piping system can be very expensive without planning. Maintenance and
occasional inspections of any piping system pays dividends and will extend the life of the piping
system but when the system nears the expected service life replacement safety may be a
critical issue.
FRP piping used in chemical process systems has a life expectancy of between 25 and 30
years. The corrosion barrier or liner that is designed to protect the structural wall of the pipe is
the critical layer that provides chemical protection and determines the service life of the system.
Deterioration of the liner can be caused by excessive stress, thermal cycling, or impact but
under normal operating conditions the piping system should provide 30 or more years of
service.
Several conditions may reduce the expected service life but FRP pipe is rugged and can
withstand a great deal of stress. Usually some telltale signs will begin to show at joints or
flanges that might indicate overstress or early signs of deterioration. Pipe supports that have
moved off of the structural steel indicate excessive expansion or effects of dynamic events
caused by fluid hammer or dynamic shock at pump start up or run down.

Excessive movement has locked the support and support steel. When the system is shut
down the support becomes a restraint and pipe is under high stress.

FRP systems should be designed and carefully analyzed for expansion stress to avoid
excessive movement that could overstress fittings and joints. Normally the design will include
anchors and guides to control and reduce expansion stresses.
Any failures at joints and fittings during the years of service may signal the erosion of the
corrosion liner and permeation of the structural wall.
Plans should be in place to begin a replacement program.
Pipe specifications should be updated to reflect the operating conditions and chemistry of the
process fluids.
Detail isometric drawings showing as built pipe need to be prepared so that fabricators can
review the systems for spooling the pipe sections. Detailed ISOs along with an updated
specification will allow accurate bids for pipe replacement.
Any inspection or repair records should be given to the engineer so that any weaknesses or
trouble spots can be identified and corrected in the new system. Any changes in the chemistry,
operating pressure or operating temperature since the original system was installed should be
noted. Resin changes may be required and any operational changes may require a new stress
analysis.
Spooling New Pipe
The piping ISO should be carefully reviewed by engineering to locate all field welds and identify
piping spools for the manufacturer. Field welds should be located for easy access to reduce
cost and insure quality. ISOs defined to maximize all shop assembly and shop welds.
Dimensions for shipping are also important. Maximize shop welds and minimize field welds.

Sample ISO ready for quotation.
Note Field welds.

Specifications
Many improvements in materials and production methods have been developed over the past
several years and older specifications should be reviewed to incorporate these changes. The
latest ASTM codes should be referenced.

New specifications should limit pipe ovality for all pipe sizes but especially for pipe diameters of
8” and above.
Ovality or out of roundness of a pipe or duct is usually ignored or overlooked until two sections
of pipe are joined and the pipe diameters do not match. Most piping specifications specify
roundness as a function of the diameter or they specify the maximum deviation between the
mating thicknesses of the pipe. Since joint quality is a critical issue when installing a piping
system ovality is a major concern. The effects of ovality are evident when pipe sections are
joined or set into support cradles.

Ovality usually occurs when a FRP pipe is pulled from
the mandrel before there is sufficient cure for the
structure to hold its shape. Shrinkage and/or uneven
support of the “green” pipe can also be the source of
distortion of the shape. In this condition this warm
“green” pipe must be circumferentially supported to
keep the pipe round until curing is complete

Pipe Supports
Pipe supports maybe reused if the pipe ODs of the new pipe are the same. However, the ODs
vary from fabricator to fabricator and will make reuse very difficult. New supports will insure
success and the cost is less than 18% of the pipe cost.

Supporting FRP pipe is important and is different that supporting steel pipe because external
loads from supports can cause local damage and reduce service life. Good circumferential fit is
important.

Sample mismatch

Support spans must be carefully considered to avoid over load. Supports should be designed to
accept the largest FRP pipe load. Designs that accommodate higher loads are often very heavy
and expensive. Manufacturers of FRP pipe supports specify maximum support loads for each
type of support and support size. These loads are based on filament wound pipe rated at 150
psi with a safety factor of 1.3. Contact molded and cast pipe may exceed these values without
damage to the pipe but spans should be limited these loads if possible.

Anchoring To Control Expansion Stresses
The principles of design and analysis for FRP pipe differ considerably from the
principles of design for metallic pipe. The analysis of steel pipe normally begins with
maximum flexibility and the final support-guide-anchor design ends when allowables are
achieved.
With FRP pipe, the analysis normally begins with a fully anchored system and the
final support-guide-anchor configuration is established when
t he minimum stress condition is reached (based on the available structural steel).
The fully anchored FRP piping system is often referred to as an anchor-to-anchor
system. This simply means that an anchor is placed at each end of a straight run of
piping. The pipe is restrained from growing thermally by the anchors and is guided to
prevent buckling. This arrangement is never considered with metallic pipe but the low
compressive modulus of FRP allows anchoring. The anchor loads are normally less
than 1/60th that of steel but must be considered in the structural design of the support
system, especially in large diameter pipe.
Planning for replacement will provide a means for cost savings and a system that will provide
maximum service life.
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